Written by Eric Bogosian

Created for the Stage by Eric Bogosian and Tad Savinar

Original New York Production by New York Shakespeare Festival
Produced by Joseph Papp

Originally produced at the Portland Center for Visual Arts through a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts
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Directed by Mervyn Willis
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Time: 7:45 pm

Setting: Studio B of WTLK in Cleveland, Ohio

The play is performed without intermission
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The Next Production

Travesties by Tom Stoppard

Opens Friday, 6 December at 8 pm

Among other credits, including work for the Juilliard School and the Santa Fe Opera, NANCY THUN's design team at NBC was nominated for an Emmy for its work on the soap opera, Another World.

Sound designer/composer JEFFREY TAYLOR has composed music for the John Houseman Acting Company, E.S.T. New York, and Arts Theatre, London. Recently, he designed sound for U of R productions of The Alchemist and Nicholas Nickleby.

This production is made possible in part with funds provided by The Donald Richardson Clark Endowment for the Enrichment of the Humanities
U OF R THEATER PROGRAM PRESENTS:

DRINKING IN AMERICA

by Eric Bogosian
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Drinking in America opened on January 20, 1986, at the American Place Theater and won Eric Bogosian a Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Solo Performance and an Obie Award for Best New Play.
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